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This circular of infolmation is intended for prospective students, and is 
designed to give them general infolmation about Cornell University and its 
\'arious colleges. the requirements for admission, tuition fees and other expenses, 
etc. 
On the last page of the cover of this pamphlet, there is printed a list of the 
Official Publications of the University, which includes the special announcements 
of the various colleges. Every prospective student should consult this list and 
send at once for the special announcement of the particular college that he intends 
to enter. This special college announcement and the General Circular of Informa-
tion together contain all the information needed by the prospective entrant. If 
he has not definitely decided in which college he will study, he should send for 
the special announcements of all the colleges among which his choice lies. 
Any of these informa~iona1 publications will be sent gratis and post-free, 
and all inquiries are welcome and will be promptly answered by the Secretary 
of Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
Cornell University was incorporated under the laws of the State of New York 
on April 27, 1865, and was opened on October 7, 1868. The existence of the 
University is due to the combined wisdom and bounty of the United States 
government, of the government of the State of New York, and of Ezra Cornell. 
The Univeasity is at Ithaca, New York, a city of thousand inhabitants, 
situated in a picturesque and healthful region. The University Campus overlooks 
a beautiful valley with Cayuga J.ake in the distance. Ithaca may be reached by 
the Lackawanna or by the Lehigh Valley Railroad. 
The total attendance of students by years has been as follows: 
IS6I 69. 412 IS77-'1S. 5'0 IS86-87. 8'0 "05 1006-07. 4US 
1869 10. 563 IS1&-70. 50S IS87-8S. loaa U30 1901~8. 4465 
1870 71. 600 1870-80. 463 1888-89. IUO 2SU 1908 00. 4850 
1871-'1" 507 IS80 II. 300 1889"'1)0. 1320 
" 
1000 10. 5104 
187M3. 530 1881-8,. 384 1890-91. 1390 1000 01. 2080 1010-n. 5624 
1873-'14. 500 1882-83. 405 1891-92. 1670 1901~'. 3'03 1011-13. SS48 
1814-'15. 533 1883-84. 447 189'-93. 1883 1902~3. 3457 1012-13. 6315 
1875-'16. 5~2 1884-85. 575 1893-94. 2040 1903-1)4. ~23 1013-14. ~ 
1876-'17. 5 1 1885-86. 649 1894-95. 2042 1904~S. 3 41 1014-ll' 6 I 
1895-06. '057 1905 06. 41U 1015-1 • 7143 
The officeas of instruction of Cornell University number about 750. The 
campus and grounds of the . cover 1,378 acres. The main Uni 
buildings in Ithaca are grouped around a quadrangle flanked by Goldwin 
Smith Hall (history, , political science, etc.), Lincoln Halt 
(civil Sibley College (mecbanical White Hall (architec-
ture, matbematics), McGraw Hall (geology, vertebrate zoology), Mouill Hall 
(administration, psychology). the Library, Hall (law), and 
Stimson Hall (medicine). with Franldin Hall (electrical , Rand Hall 
(pattern and shops), MOISe Hall (chemistry), Rockefeller hall (physics), 
the buildings of the College of Agriculture, the Veterinary College, the Astronomi-
cal Observatory, the and Armory, and the Drill Hall conveniently 
near. The Cornell University Medical College in the City of New York is located 
on First Avenue between Twenty-seventh and Streets. 
The University is of the Graduate School A.M., Ph.D., 
M.C.E., M.M.E., M.Arch., M.S. in Agr .• ~I.L.D .• M.F.), and the following 
• 
• 
The College of Arts and Sciences A.B., B.Chem.). 
The College of Law LL.B.). 
The Medical College M.D.). 
The New York State Veterinary College D.\'.~l.). 
The York State College of Agriculture (degree B.S.). 
The College of Architecture (deglee B.Arch.). 
The College of Civil Bnginee&ing, including Hydraulic and Sanitary 
ing C.E.). 
The Sibley College of and Mechanic Arts, including 
Industrial, and Mining (dcglee M.E.). 
No student who has satisfied the requirements for any 
will be for any other until he shan have 
one yeer of further residence and of work to the 
iatobe 
• 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
The Graduate School 
Graduates of the following colleges of Cornell University, namely, the College 
of Arts and Sciences, the Medical College, the College of Architecture, the College 
of Civil the Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering, the New York 
State College of Agriculture, and graduates of other institutions in which the 
require"'ents for the first degree are substantially equivalent, are eligible for 
admiss\on to the Graduate School. In other cases, studies pursued after gradua-
tion. and gained by professional work or othet wise, are taken into 
consideration in deciding whether the candidate's preparation as a whole is such 
as to justify his admission to the Graduate School. Graduates of colleges other 
than those of Cornell University may be admitted to the Graduate School, but 
not to immediate candidacy for an advanced degree in cases where their training 
is regarded as less than one year short of that required for the first degree at 
Cornell . 
in the colleges of Cornell University who have completed the work 
required for the Bachelor's degree may, under conditions to be 
hom the deans of their colleges, be admitted to the Graduate School. 
should be addressed to the Dean of the Graduate School, 
CcAuell , New York. For further details regarding admission, 
consult the of the Graduate School, requests for 
which should be to the of Cornell Univasity, Ithaca, New 
York. -
The Graduate School has esclusive coutrol of all graduate work in Cornell 
U nives sity. 
The Medical College 
The following classes of candidates arc admitted to the Cornell University 
Medical College: 
r. Graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools; 
2. SeniOl& in good standing in colleges or scientific schools upon 
condition that their faculty will pamit them to substitute the first year in the 
COiDell Medical College for the fourth year of their college course, and 
will confer upon them the Bachelor's degree upon the satisfactory completion 
of the year's 
3. Persons who give evidence by naminations that they have acquired an 
equivalent education to that signified by a Bachelor's degree, and training 
sufficient to enable the'" to profit by the instruction offered in the Cornell Univer-
sity Medical College. 
All candidates for admission to the Cornell Univasity Medical College must 
have at least such knowledge of physics, inorganic che"'istry, and biology as 
may be obtained in college by a year's work in each of subjects. For 
detajJs in regard to approved courses consult the of the Medical 
College. 
CIRCULAR OF INFORMATION 7 
Of the four required to obtain the degree of Doctor of Medicine from 
Cornell University, the first may be taken in Ithaca, or in New York City. The 
last three years must be taken in New York City. 
For more detailed infOlwation, a candidate should consult the Announcement 
of the Medical College, which may be obtained upon application either to the 
Secretary of the Ithaca Division of the Cornell University Medical College, 
Ithaca, New York, or to the of the Cornell Medical College, 
First Avenue and Twenty-eighth Street, New York City. 
The UndefgIaduate Courses 
AU the colleges of Cornell University baccalaureate presup-
pose, on the part of an applicant for admission, an amount of training equivalent 
to that gained by four years of successful work in a high school of good 
The entrance of colleges are in many respects similar 
page 11), but modifications exist and the faculties of the colleges 
may make further modifications at any time to take effect after due notice. 
Every for admission to any of the undergaaduate courses 
of the , must file at the Registrar's office either a certificate of good 
moral character, or, in cue he bas previously attended some other college or 
without graduating from it, a eea tificate of honorable from 
that institution. 
Applications for to any of the colleges of the , acept 
the School and the Medical College. are entel tained from the following 
three of persons: (a) those who deme to begin as freshmen, in some college 
of the , a cow:se of study leading to a come a ed by that 
college: (b) those who, having already attended some institution of 
desire to enter some college of the Univeasity; (e) those who desire to 
register as students not candidates for a degree. The conditions of 
admission for three of persons are separately described on pages 9 
and 29. 
The session in aU the colleges of the Univesity, except the Medical 
College, is divided into two terms. Vacations and holidays are as follo .. : 
on Day, at Christmas, on Pounder's Day Uanuary II,) 
in the spaing (at or Faster), and on Navy Day (for 1918, 
on May 25). are confeied at the Commencement in June, 
and without fOi mal in February and . For the fit It 
term 1917-18, insbuction will begin September 27 and will end January 
26; the dates for the team are Pebruary II and June 
4- The at the close of the first tea m take place 
28 and February 6; at the close of the term June 5 
and June 14- Day in 1918 will be June 19: in 1919. June 18. 
These dates apply also to the Graduate School. Por dates for 
the Medical consult the of that college. 
The Summer Session 
are no examinations for to the Summ.er Seaioo, 
which ia a ncaJar part of the year, atending over a of 
.... rm 1917, July 9 to August 17). ia provided in 
8 CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
entrance subjects, thus enabling students preparing to enter the to 
make up deficiencies to the extent of one unit in French, 
Mathematics, and possibly in a Science. About 150 courses of instruction are 
given, covering a large amount of regular undergraduate work. 
students have thus an opportunity to make up back work, to anticipate work of 
required courses, and to take subjects for which they have no time during the 
winter. Att;endance through a Summer Session is counted as one-half term of 
residence. One full university year's work may thus be completed by under-
graduates in four summers. Graduate studo?nts may, to an extent, as indicated in 
the announcement from YPJ!.r to year, carry on work towards a Master's 
Attendance during four summer sessions, together with work done at home during 
the winter, will satisfy the residence requirements for this degree. Much of the 
instruction is adapted to in all grades of schools. A 
of the Summer is published each year in March. Copies 
be obtained upon application to the Secretary of the University . 
• 
The School in Agriculture 
There are no examinations for to the six-weeks Summer School in 
Agriculture, which ia held during the per iod as the Summer 
Seeaion. The primary object of the Summer School in Agriculture is to further 
education by aiding those engaged in it. A special 
may be obtained upon application to the Secretary of the or to the 
Secretary of the College of Agriculture. 
The Summer Telw in Agriculture 
The College of Agriculture has established a summer term equivalent to the 
fall or 8pling teuus. It does not the six-weeks Summer School 
in Agriculture for and others engaged in educational work, but is in 
addition to the Slimmer School. In order to be eligible for admission to the 
term an appUcant must have completed the equivalent of the required 
counes of the and sophomore years in Agriculture as now pres ~I ibed. 
The dates for the of 1917 are June I I to September 26. inclusive. 
The giving details of the to be be 
obtained on application to the of the University or to the 
« the College of Agriculture. 
In the Graduate Slimmer period constitutes a Third which 
is 
of the 
as equivalent. for purposes of graduate residence, to either of the terms 
year. 
TheWm_C~sin~culture . 
The ooly for to the Winter Courses in Agriculture ia 
that the must be at least years of age. In order to make the 
belt U. of the in.tauction. a student should have had a good common school 
The W'mter Counes ex:le1d over a period of twelve 
eoding about the middle of Febr nary. A 
iI of the be application to the 
or to the of the of Agriculture. 
of 
• 
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AdmiSsion at the of the Second Tetm 
Applicants who have fully satisfied the entrance requirements of the College 
of Arts and Sciences may be admitted as freshmen in that college at the beginning 
of the term in February, as well as at the beginning of the first term in 
• They will be able to make up a satisfactory schedule of work at 
the Leginn;ng of the second tel m, since freshman classes in the languages, history, 
physics, chemistry, and zoology are begun at that time. 
Applicants who have fully satisfied the entrance C!f the College of 
Agriculture may be admitted as freshmen in that college at the of the 
team in February; they will, however, find it difficult to arrange satis-
factory schedules and therefore should, if possible, enter in 
Students who meet in full the requirements for admission as freshmen in 
either the four year or five year course in the Colleges of Mechanical 
of Civil and of Architecture may enter colleges at midyear to 
pursue courses which will be specially outlined to suit each individual case and 
which will lead to the of Mechanical Engineer, Civil ,or Bachelor 
of at the end of four and a half years. Those who at thia time 
meet the for admission to the five year course must enter the 
in such of the mathematical courses required for to 
the four courses as have not to them. 
In order to admission at midyear with advanced mnding in the 
four yeN courses in the College of Mechanical of Civil 
and of with the view of graduating in than four years. the 
applicant must have attended an institution of collegiate rank and must secure 
for such courses as will enable b;m, by attending d\l ring the 
remainder of the college yes,r and (possibly) during the Summer 
to complete the year's work scheduled for the class he wishes 
to enter. (See II). 
Students may Dot enter the College of Law. in the three year at the 
beginning of the AppUcants for to the four year course 
may be admitted at the Leginning of the second tel n1 of the first year; but such 
applicants will be required to attend the sessions of the Summer School during the 
two summels. in order to obtain credit for the amount of work in Ana 
and which is included in the four year law course. 
Students who desire admission at the beginning of the telln 
place their certificates and aedentials in the hands of the not later 
than January 15. For January entrance examinations, page 12. 
ENTRANCE FOR 
Men who desire to begin as a course leading to a in one of the 
of the , must be at least ! years of age. Women must be 
at years of age. In the CoUece of Law the minimum age for both 
men and is, for the four CIOW'Ie, years; for the three year 
CO" se, years. 
Every applicant for must, in ODe or more of the four following 
abow that be po8IesIeS a _tisfactory of the . that are 
• 
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required for to the college in which he plans to pursue his 
studies: 
I. By the required Cornell University Entrance Examinations, 
page 12. 
2. By the College Entrance Examination Board Examinations in 
the required page 24. 
3. By the necessary Regents' Examinations (for students who have 
in New York State), see page 26. 
4- By presenting an acceptable school certificate, see page 27. 
• uNIVERSITY ENTRANCE SUBJECTS 
The 
that 
and the maximum and minimum amounts of credit in each 
be offered for admission to the University are: 
IL English I .•.•.••...••..• 
I b. English 2 ...••..••.•.••• 
2L First Year Greek ....... . 
2b. Second Year ..... . 
2Co Third Year ..•.... 
3L First Year Latin ....... . 
3b. Year Latin ...... . 
3Co Third Year Latin ...... . 
3d. Pourth Year Latin •...... 
4L year Gez iliAD •••••• 
41>. Year Get Dian .... 
4C- Third Year GUilian •••.• 
sa. First Year Prench ...... . 
sb. Y ear French .... . 
~ Y French ..... . 
... First Year . 
6b. 
6c. 
7L 
7b. 
7Co 
8L 
8b. 
Be. 
••••• 
Third Year .... . 
Pirst Veer ...... . 
Second YearItaJian ... .. 
Third Year Italian ...... . 
Ancient ffist .•... t unit or 
ffist •... hnit or 
Am. His. Civics •. j unit or 
It unit It unit 
• I umt 
I unit 
I unit 
I unit 
• I Uott 
I unit 
• I Uott 
I unit 
• I umt 
• I umt 
• IUott 
I unit 
I unit 
I unit 
I unit 
• IUDlt 
• Iumt 
• I UDlt 
• I UDlt 
• I UDlt 
I unit 
I unit 
8d. 
9&. 
9b• 
9C. 
9d. 
ge. 
9f. 
9g· 
10. 
II. 
'12. 
13· 
14· 
14&. 
IS· 
16. 
17· 
18. 
19·ft 
English History; . t unit or 
Elementary Algebra ... . 
Intermed. Algebra .... . 
Advanced Algebra .... . 
Plane Geometry ...... . 
Solid Geometry ....... . 
Plane Trigonometry ... . 
~~~~T~~~~~~.e~~ : : : : 
Chemistry .......... .. 
Phys. Geog .•.. t unit or 
Biology· ............. . 
Botany· ...... t unit or 
Zoology· ....... t unit or 
Bookkeeping·· .. t unit or 
Agriculture (including 
home economics, etc.)t 
I unit 
I unit 
t unit 
t unit 
• I umt 
t unit 
1 unit 
t unit 
• I UDlt 
I unit 
I unit 
I unit 
I unit 
• I umt 
• I umt 
. .............. j unit to 4 units 
Drawing ........ 1 unit or I unit 
Manual Training. . . . . . I unit 
Any High. School subject 
or subjects not already 
used ........ t unit or I unit 
SUBJECTS AND UNITS REQuIRED BY THE COLLEGES 
The 
to tbe 
to \be Gndllate Sc:bool aad the Medical IhOIdd conault 
of \be Gndllate School an 4 the respectively. 
in the list required by the several colleges for admission 
are indicated in the following table on p. I I. 
-U Bioi .. ,. (r Wlit) is 01(1 ed. neither Botaay (H unit) nor Z001!!Cr <H unit) may be counted. 
part 01 No. be counted for entrance to Arts and Scieacca except under No. IS): 
a 01 in is allowed by all the other with the exception of 
01 a mnimum of ODe unit to be counted with the rea ;c. 
with more than ODe of the following 
entrance to Arts and Sc:iences or to Law. An applicant 
not to eaceed four unit. in voc:ationalsub;ec:ts under Dumben 
_y DOt OO"mt tinder No. 19 work 
4 of Latin; ~ J unit. of Bn,tIish. 
Of MaoaaJ Tninm.) in ~ 1-18. or 
-
AaftAMD 
A.B. 
.,..... 
3 
s 
Hia\ory, I 
• 
• yean 
SnaUab,3 
Prench.3 
or 
3 
Hiatory. I 
---------,-----------Plane Plane 
, I Geometry, I 
-----I 
Blemllltary Blementary 
A1pbra. I A1pbra, I 
I 
.. - -·----1 
Solid 
Geom.try, U 
Advanl*! 
Al8ebra. U 
LAw 
• 
Bnalilh,3 
Hiltory. I 
Plane 
leu: , I 
-- - - - -
Elementary 
Aleebra. I 
. ,. _-- - --
LAW 
3,..... 
or TBB UND •• OaADUATB Ccw.l·8G •• 
AoalCUJ.o Vnu-
TUIla INDY 
• yun:.- 1--'-__ 
BIIIIi8b. 1 Bnaliab. 3 
----
History, I 
Poreian 
1 Laneuaee.l 
History, I 
. - ---.-----
Aa~ 
• yean .U or S yr • 
Bnaliab, 3 Enaliab. 3 
Pnmch.3 
or 
3 
History. 1 
Phy.ics. I 
Pre ... h.3 
or 
Ceil"·D,3 
History. I 
-------
Plane 
Geometry. I 
Plane Plane Plane 
~_~~~-::.~".:.~I_I ?eometry. I ~eometry, I 
Elementary Elementary 
Aleebra. I Aleebra. 1 
-
Elementary Elementary 
A1eebra. I Algebra. I 
s: ~ ~ e' ~ ~ -~. I ntennecl. 
.. ~ Algebra. U 
og- .. oog'" 
~ ]~~j~ ~~~U 
, 
CIVILAMD 
• yean 
Bna1iab,3 
ODe Poreip 
Leap-p.3 
History, I 
Plane 
Geometry,I 
Elementary 
Algebra. I 
Ioteuhed· 
Alpbra, U 
Solid 
S "_~ 0 5 See Note 
2"oJ Advanced Advanced 
o IS Algebt&. }{ AJeebra. U 
~ Plane T~- Plane Tn.-
BNG. 
• u or 5 yr • 
3 
ponjp 
3 
Hist«y, I 
Plane 
Geometry, J 
Elementary 
Aleebra. I 
.- . . -- .. 
I Plane 1iUooo-metl7,l' 
. --·---------I ... ~ .- .- i onom., )S I ~OII~~twD~.::.~ )S_ 
-----1------1-----1-----1· -------
Elec:tive. 3 Elective, 6 Elective. • Elective. 6 Elec:tive, • Elec:tive ... Elec:tive, 6 Elec:tive. 6 
.. . 
.. --
-
TOTAL. IS TotAL. IS TotAL. IS TotAL, IS TOTAL. IS TOTAL. 15 
_ _ . _ _ . . =-----C.:--'. 
for \be deel .. 01 of Chemistry ant adviled to include. among their entrance subjec:ts. in 
allO three llDiu and two unite of French. Those who have not presented tbese subjec:\s 
in \he Uaivenity. may .-all in the eateOlion oC their period of reademe beyond eigbt term •• 
to \be ColIrllC' o( Alta and Scienca &I candidates (or tbe deeree of Bachelor of Cl>emistry, upon 
\he c:uniculum Ic:adina to the dticree of Bachelor of Arts. 
the fall folU" unite 
will be re9uired 
applicants 
entraoce 
to the Ne. Yode State \"rteriDary Colleee an applicant must offer a Veterinary Student Certificate issued by \he Bdocatioo 
State 01 York. AIL"nY. N. Y. This ClidLificate satisfies tbe entrance requiremellts in fulL 
I IlIat for en\.noce to An:hitec:ture. Civil EQlrineerine. and Mc:chanical EQlrineerina. a\ lout three of \he four elective biRor,.. 
for the thrM foreien lanpap IlDits required by tbe Collese of Civil EneineErine. the Collese of Mec:hanic:aJ 
and \be Veterinary eou.... 
n 
-~ 
c::: 
5 
o 
'"J;I 
-Z 
'"J;I 
o 
~ 
~ 
-o 
z 
.. 
.. 
r 
• 
/ 
• 
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In oonnection with the foreign language requirements, the following restrictions 
should be noted: 
I. In those colleges where the requirement is 3 units, all of units must 
be in a single language. Any number of elective units in a second language 
will be accepted. If the applicant offers at least 2 units in the second language, 
any number of units in a third language will be 
2. In the College of Arts and Sciences where the requirement is 5 unita, at 
least 3 of these units must be in one language and at least 2 units in a second 
language. Any number of elective units in a tbird language will be accepted. 
1. CORNELL 'rrION''PY'IVERSITY ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS 
Examinations in all required for admission to the University are 
held in Ithaca and in all subjects except Drawing, Manual Training, and certain 
in Agriculture and Home Economics, in New York City, First Avenue 
and 28th Street, in September, at the of the first (in 1917, Septem-
ber 14-19). A fee of $1 for each subject, with a maximum charge of $5 for aU 
will be charged to all candidates who take examinations in New 
York City; the fee must be paid a second time in the case of candidates who 
the examinations. Every entrance subject shown in each line of the list on 
10, is for the purposes of this fee, a subject. This fee may be paid at the time 
of the examination in New York City. 
. Permits to take the examinations must be secured from the in Ithaca. 
The show the exact dates and hours of the examinations, and should 
be obtained at least twenty-four hours before the date of the first examination 
to be taken. The resl1lts of the examinations will be reported to 
who file stamped and addressed envelopes in accordance with the directions 
pdnted on the permits. 
No of for admission will be held by the 
at any other times or places, except that, on application made to the Registrar 
betwUi! january I and 15 in any year, entrance examinations in any of the 
Joiv', entrance may be arranged to be held in Ithaca on or about 
january 25 of that year. A fee of $1.00 for each subject to be taken with a 
1111 charge of $5.00 for five or more will be all candidates 
appJying prior to and including january IS. In case of applicants later than 
january IS the may issue permits wherever possible, in whi&. case 
doable will be The object of these january entrance examinations 
is to pamit candidates who complete their preparation at mid-year to enter the 
the 
enter the 
tion to the 
A 
divide 
They at the beginning of the second tea m 
of candidates who on account of slight shortages were unable to 
tv in the . 
copies of the examination papers may be bad on applica-
of the VL 
may take aU the entrance examinations in the same year, or he 
among two or years. 
The following is the marking employed in the Univezsity: 
A. B, C, D. P, or 100 60 a ,E or 59-41 a condition; For 40-0 a failure. 
• 
• 
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SUBJECT MATTER OF THE CORNELL ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATIONS 
ENGLISH 
13 
The examination is intended to test the candidate's training in wlitUn 
expression and his knowledge of the books required to be read. The examiner will 
particu.larly the following spelling, punctuation, and the use 
of capital letters; the idiomatic use of words; and the 
of sentences and peraglaphs; good sense and intellectual independence. 
However accurate in subject matter, no paper will be considered satisfactoty if 
seriOllsly defective in punctuation, spelling, or other essentials of good usage. 
The examination is divided into two parts: I. Grammar and Compoeition 
(two hours); 2. Literature (two hours). 
English 1: and Compoeition (IU Units) 
Com~tions on subjects to be within the candidate's 
and e:perience; involving elementary grammatical relations; 
of of faulty English. 
English 2: Literature (IU Units) 
designed to test the candidate's general knowledge of Un of the 
from the A list; designed to test his thorough study of 
four of the books selected from the B list. 
A. I·ist of books for general 1915-19. 
Substitutes by the candidate and approved by the DepaJtment of 
be 
Group I: in (two to be by the candidate) 
- The Old COillpi iaing at least the chief nal lative epiaOOeI in Cen..., 
J08bll., Judges, Kings, and together with the boob 
of Ruth and Esther; the OdY1leY, with the omiIaion, if desired, of Boob I, n, 
m, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII; the Diad, with the if of Books 
XI. XIII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; the Aeneid; the Odyssey, and Aeneid 
be read in of literary esce11ence. 
Par any hom CiouP a hom any gloup be 
IIlbstituted. 
Night;Tbe 
v: 
.tucly under B.) 
. 
II: to be by the 
Night'. Dream; of Venice; AI. You Like It; Twelfth 
and Juliet: John; II; W; 
Julius Caeer; .oi· Hamlet (if Dot cboIeo for 
m: Pn. Pidion to be by the 
v,,101,', MOite d'Artbar 100 paces); Bunyan', 
Part I; eu.uw.', Travela (voyapa to Lilliput and to ; 
Robin8oG CruDe. Put I; Vicar 01 Wabfield; Ptaocea 
&:ott's Novels, any ODe; Jane Auateo'. Nov .. any ooe; 
Ma or The AbeeDtee; Noy. any 
• 
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one: Thackeray's Novels, anyone: George Eliot's Novels, anyone: Mrs. 
Gaskell's Cranford: Kingsley's Westward HoI or Hereward the Wake: Reade's 
The Cloister and the Hearth: Blackmore's Lorna Doone: Hughes' Tom Brown's 
School ays; Stevenson's Treasure Island, or Kidnapped, or Master of Bal1antrae; 
Cooper's Novels, anyone; Poe's Selected Tales: Hawthorne's The House· 
of the Seven Gables, or Twice Told Tales, or Mosses from an Old Manse: a 
of Short Stories by various standard writers. 
Group IV: Biography, etc. (two to be selected by the candidate) 
Addison and Steele's The Sir Roger de Coverl~ Papers, or Selections from 
the Tatler and Spectator (about 200 pages); Boswell's Selections from the Life of 
Johnson (about 200 pages): Franklin's Autobiography: Irving's Selections from 
the Sketch Book (about 200 pages), or Life of Goldsmith; Southey's Life of 
Nelson; IAmb's Selections from the of Elia (about 100 pages); Lock-
hart's Selections from the Life of Scott (about 200 pages): Thackeray's Lectures 
on Swift, Addison, and Steele in the English Humorists: Macaulay: anyone 
of the following essays, Lord Clive, Warren Hastings, Milton, Addison, Goldsmith, 
Frederic the Great, Madame d'Arblay: Trevelyan's Selections from the Life 
of Macaulay (about 200 pages); Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies, or Selections 
(about 150 pages): Dana's Two Years before the Mast: Lincoln's Selections, 
including at least the two Inaugurals, the Speeches in Independence Hall and 
at Gettysburg, the Last Public Address, the Letter to Horace Greeley: together 
with a brief memoir or estimate of Lincoln; Parkman's The Oregon Trail; 
's Walden: Lowell's Selected Essays (about 150 pages); Holmes' 
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table; Stevenson's An Inland Voyage and 
Travels with a Donkey; Huxley's Autobiography and -Selections from Lay 
including the addresses on Improving Natural Knowledge, A Liberal 
Education, and A Piece of Chalk: a collection of by Baoon, lamb, 
,Hazlitt, Emerson, and later Miters: a collection of Letters by 
various standard wtiters. 
Group V: Poetry (two to be selected by the candidate) 
Petgxave's Golden Treasury (First , Books II and III, with special 
atf«!tion to Dryden, Collins, Gray, Cowper, and Bums: Palgrave's Golden 
Treasury (First Seaies), Books IV, with special attention to Wordsworth, Keats, 
and Shelley (if not chosen for study under B); Goldsmith's The Traveller and 
The Village: Pope's The Rape of the Lock: a oollection of English 
and Scottish BaJJads, as for example, some Robin Hood The Battle of 
Otterburn, Estmere, Young Beichan, Bewick and Gtabame, Sir Patrick 
! and a from later ballads; Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner, 
Christabel, and Kubla Khan: B)'lon's Childe Harold, Canto III or IV, and The 
of Chillon; Scott's The lAdy of the lAke, or Marmion; The 
Lays of Ancient Rome, The Battle of Naseby, The Almada, Ivry; Tennyson's 
The Princess, or Gareth and Lynette, I.rmce1ot and Elaine, and The Passing of 
Arthur; Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They Brought 
the Good News nom Ghent to AU, Home Thoughts from Home Thoughts 
£Iom the Sea, Incident of the French Riel, Pheidippides, My Last 
Ouch., Up at a Villa-Down in the City, The Italian in England, The Patriot, 
The Pied Piper, "De Gustibus"-, Instans Tyrannus: Arnold's Sohrab and 
• 
• 
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Rustum, and The MerOlAn ; selections from American Poetry, with 
attention to Poe, Lowell, Inngfellow, and Whittier. 
B. I,ist of books for study, 1915-19. 
Substitutes chosen by the candidate and approved by the of 
English may be 
Group I: Drama (one to be selected by the 
Julius , Macbeth, Hamlet. 
Group II: Poetry (one to be selected by the candidate) 
MUtan's L' n and either Comus or Lycidas: Tennyeon', 
The Coming of Arthur, The Holy Grail, and The of Arthur; the 
from Wordswottb, Keats, and Shelley in Book IV of Palgrave's Golden Treasury 
(First Series). 
Group III: Oratory (one to be selected) 
Burke's Speecl1 on Conciliation with America: Macaulay's Two on 
and Lincoln's Speech at Cooper Union; Washington's F8.JeweU 
and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration. 
Group IV: EsSays (one to be selected) 
Carlyle's 
Life of Johnson; 
00 Burns, with a from Burn's 
EmeJSc)o's on Manners . 
• 
REQUIREMBNTS AFTBR 1919 
In 1920-2, wUI have the option of taking either of two 
comprehensive examination upon books at the diSi retioo 
of the ICbools, or a examination based upon books prescribed by the 
on Entrance English The list Dames for 
Cer.etal reading five &lOUPS of in translation, drama, 
fiction, poetry books to be by the candidate each 
(iOilp: and for study four groups, drama, poetry, otatory, _1St one 
book to be by the candidate each gt oup. Further wiD be 
in a 1)Umber of this The full lists for 1C)20, 1921, 
ancl 1922 be from Farrand, 
Newark, N. J. in stamps. 
GREEK 
The in Second Year the in Pint Year 
Greet (I aft) 
• tion a-Imes that the student bas studied the atbject int 
a week during one year. 
2b. 
a week 
Yee' (11Iftit) 
the student bas studied the 
two yean and bas read the four boob of 
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2c. Third Year Greek (1 Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five per;ods a week during three years, and has read the first three books of 
Homer's Iliad (omitting II, 494 end), devoting necessary attention to Homeric 
constructions, forms, and prosody. The candidate will be tested also on 
tion of English into Greek, principally of detached sentences based on the first 
two books of the Anabasis. 
LATIN 
la. First Year Latin (1 Unit) 
The exanunation assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five periods a week during one year. 
lb. Second Year Latin (1 Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five periods a week during two years, and that he has read four books of 
Cesar's Gallic War. 
lc. Third Year Latin (1 Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five a week during three years, and that he has read six orations 
of Cicero. The candidate will be tested also on translation into Latin of 
IeIltences and very easy continuous prose based on Czsar and Cicero. 
ld. Fourth Year Latin (1 Unit) 
The a&$Umes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five peaiods a week during four years, and that he has read the first six books of 
Virgil's Aeneid, devoting necessary attention to prosody, versification in general, 
and the datylic hexameter. 
GERMAN 
The in Year GeI wan covers the examination in First 
Year GeIwan; the examination in Third Year the examinations 
in Filst Year German and Year GeIwan. 
(1 Unit) 
The assumes that the student has studied the subject intel!jgently 
for five pc: ioda a week one. 
The 
for five 
4b. Second Year (1 Unit) 
assumes that the student has studied the subject into 
a week during two 
4c. Third (1 Unit) 
The &$SIlmes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five pel iods a week during three years. . 
For more spec.ific 1 ecommendations as to the nature and character of the 
preparatOiy work in German, applicants are refated to the ModeIn 
• 
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SylJabus published by the Education Department of tbe State of New 
Yotk (Albany), and the of Entrance and Scholanbip Examination 
published by Cornell University. 
FRENCH • 
The in Second V ear French covers the examination in First 
Year French: the examination in Third Year French covers the examination in 
First Vear French and Second V ear French. The preparation in French should 
include composition, and translation. Tbe following methods 
are in order to meet the requirements for the oral and aural test as 
by the Association of Modem I anguage Teachers of the Middle 
States and Maryland: dictation, simple based upon material set I 
for translation, and oral reproduction in French of French read 
by the , and of short anecdotes. The student should be 
French as a living language. 
Sa. First Year French (1 Unit) 
The 
foe five 
assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
a week during one year. 
Sb. Second Yeu French (1 Unit) 
The examinations assume that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
fot five peiiods a week during two years. 
!C. Third French (I Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
fot five! a week during years. 
For more recommendations as to the nature and character of the 
work in French, including texts to be read, 
are to the publications of the Entrance Board. 
SPAl'USB 
The in Second V ear covers the in Firat 
in Third Y ear Spaniab COVel S the Year Spanish; the • 111 
First Year Spanjab and Year Spanish. The preparation in 
include 
methods are 
as 
and b analation. The 
in to meet the for the oral and aural 
by the Asaociation of of the 
MiddJe States and Maryland: dictation. simple baled upon 
let for and Oial nproduction in Spanish of Spanish 
by the teacher, and of Spanish and verses. 
The student should be Spaniab as a 
The 
for he 
Year (1 Uait) 
that the student bas studied the 
a week dwing ODe year. 
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6b. Second (1 Unit) 
The ezamination assumes that the student has studied tlie subject intelligently 
for five periods a week during two years. 
• 
• 
• 6c. Third Year Spanish (1 Unit) 
The assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five pe&iods a week during three years. 
For more apeci6c recommendations as to the nature and character of the 
three years' preparatory work in including texts to be read, applicants are 
to the publications of the College Entrance Examination Board. 
ITALIAN 
The examination in Second Year coveu the e)tamination in First 
Year Italian; the examination in Third Year Italian the e,caminations in 
Fuat and Second Year Italian. The attention of teachers is called 
to the repru t of the Committee of Twelve of the Modem Language Association 
of America, published by D. C. Heath & Company, Boston. 
7.. Firat Year (1 Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five pea iods a week during one 
7b. Sec:ond Year It,li,n (1 Unit) 
The examination that the student has studied the subject intelligently 
for five a week during two years. 
7c:. Third Year It,li'n (1 Unit) 
The examination assumes that the student has studied the subject 
for five pedods a week during three years. 
HISTORY 
The examinations in history will be so framed as to require comparison and 
the of judgment on the pupil's part, rather than the mere use of • 
The will the use of good textbooks, collateral reading, 
and practice in Wi itten work. knowledge will be tested by direct 
queltinns or by the location of places and moveillents on an outline 
8a. Andent History (U Unit or 1 Unit) 
FOC' a fu)1l1nit of the subject of the examination will be ancient history 
with attention to and Roman histoty. but including also the outlineS 
of ancient oriental bist.ory and of early medieval history to the death of Charles 
the (814 J.. D.). For a half unit of credit. applicants may be examined 
on of tIM .. to the death of Alexander the 
b. to 476 J.. D. 
CIRCULAR OF INFORMATION 
8b. Modem Biatory (~Unit or 1 Unit) 
19 
For a full unit of the subject of the will be medieval and 
modelD Buropea.n history, from the death of Charles the Great to the 
time. For a nnit of app icanta may be examined on either of the 
following: a. medieval b;at.oJy; b. modean history. 
ud Civil (~ Unit or 1 Unit) 
American hlatoiy from the European of the new world, with 
attention in the and centuries, to the British Empire 
iD America. After the Revolution, the history and civil of the 
Utiited States oo1y need be studied. 
ad. Biatory (~ Unit or 1 Uait) 
history, from Ss B. C. to our own day. 
The requirements in are as defined by the College 
EntraDce Examination Board. 
For students who expect to continue their mathematical studies 
in the colleges, it is not sufficient to have once known the preparatory 
subjects. The student must know them at the time he begins 
his work in the . It is therefore very that subjects 
be just prior to entrance. 
A knowledge of the metric system of weights and measures is assumed in aU 
the in 
9a. Blemetltary Alaebra (1 Unit) 
The will require a thorough knowledge of the four 
opelations: including the determination of the highest common factor 
and the 8Olution of equatioos by factoring; fractions, including fractions, 
and an of ratio and : the for 
exponents (without proof); radical,. including the extraction of 
the square root of and of numbers; the IOlutioo of equations of the 
• IS 
and literal. and fractiooal) involving one or more 
easy quadratic equations, 801ved both by and by 
the square: and simple cases of simultaneous equations one of 
is laid upon baosJating 
tbeIe, and ioteapreting the results. 
stated into equations, 
9b. 
The common factor by 
the square root of 
of • thet 
Alpbra (~ Dait) 
. surds and 
surds the cube root of 
equation" and 
• • ; the IOlutioa of III", "II II and problems flD one-or 
numbers) which can be to upon the of apooents: 
• 
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• 
the proof of the binominal theorem for positive integral exponents; graphical 
and solution of equations; and ratio, prOPOItion, variation, and 
the progressions. 
9c. AdvlDced Algebra (~ Unit) 
The examination will require such knowledge as may be gained from one of 
the better text books on this subject, including, in addition to a thorough review 
of algebra, permutations and combinations, inationa! and complex 
numbers with graphical of sums and differences of the latter, and an 
elementary treatment of deter minants including the use of minors and the solution 
of linear equations. 
The solution of numerical equations of higher degree, and so much of the 
thWiY of equations as is for their treatment, including graphical 
methods, Descartes's rule of signs and Homer's method, but not StUI m's functions 
or multiple roots. 
Special attention should be paid, throughout the course, to applications under 
each topic, and should be laid upon accuracy and precision. 
Od. Geometry (1 Unit) 
The usual and constructions contained in the better text books on 
this subject, including the of plane figures, the 
circle and the measure' nent of angles, similar polygons, areas, polygons, 
the measurement of the circle, the solution of original including loci 
problems, and the mensuration of lines and plane surfaces. 
ge. Solid Geometry (~ Unit) 
The theorems and constructions contained in the better textbook 
on this subject, including the relations of planes and lines in space; the properties 
and measurement of pyramids, and cones; the sphere and the 
spherical ; the solution of original exercises including loci problems, 
and the mensltration of surfaces and solids. 
91. Plane (~ Unit) 
The definitions and relations of the six trigonometric functions as ratios; 
circular meap1rement of angles; proofs of the principal 
for the sine, and of the Sum or difference of any two angles 
whatever, and of double angles and balf angles; also the product for 
the of two sines or of two cosines, etc.; the transfOimation of trigonometric 
by means of the use of inVeI se functions, the solution 
of trigonomeb ic equations of character, the theot y and use of 
(not including logarithmic seJies), and the solution of right and oblique triangles, 
with applications. 
91. Spberic:al (~ Unit) 
The examination aSPtmes that the student has studied the Plbject inteWtently 
for five puioo. a week during a • 
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10. PHYSICS (1 Unit) 
21 
The examination in physics assumes that the student has completed a course 
in school of at least five hours a week for one year, not less than half of which 
time should have been devoted to individual laboratory practice, mainly quantita-
tive in nature. He should be able to solve simple numerical problems involving 
elementary principles. No special outline and no arbitrary list of experiments is 
prescribed. It is expected that the work will be fairly well distributed among 
the various topics and that it will not differ to any considerable extent from the 
reQuirements of the College Entrance Examination Board. 
11. CHEMISTRY (1 Unit) 
The examination in chemistry assumes that the student has completed a 
full year's course in this subject. This course should include lecture table 
demonstrations, recitations from a suitable textbook, and individual laboratory 
work comprising at least forty exercises (eighty actual hours). 
The instruction should be thorough rather than comprehensive, and to this 
end, the ground covered should be restricted to: 
(a) The study of the preparation and properties of the following elements: 
bydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, carbon, sulphur, silicon, 
phosphorus, sodium, calcium, copper, aluminum, and iron; the preparation and 
propu ties of the more important compounds of elements; the consideration 
of celtain important topics, such as the atmosphere, combustion, acids, bases, 
salts, oxidation, reduction, aystallization, nascent state, catalysis, electrolysis, 
symbols, formulas, equations, valency, solution, and the manufacture of 
illuminating gas. 
Only such commercial as illustrate fundamental principles should 
be considered; 
(b) A careful and thorough study of the important laws and principles 
Jiatajning to the following subjects: oombining proportions by weight and 
volume; variation of gas volumes with changes in temperature or pressure; 
conservation of matter and enU'gy; structure of matta' (atomic thOOiY). It is 
unwise to accord the subjects mass action, equilibrium,and ionization more than 
mU'e mention in an elementary oourse. Moreover, the instruct.ion should not be 
extended to covu' the elements of qualitative analysis, for the time at the 
of the high school teacher is no more than . to cover the field of 
el6 IIeotary . 
The student should a notebook record of his laboratory experiments and 
this should be written up in the laboratory at the time the experiments are 
perf 01 II"iM. 
12. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (~ Uo.it or 1 Uo.it) 
The ground oovered in the examination on textbook work is 
that outlined by the College Entrance Examination Board, the principal 
being the earth as a planet, the ocean, the atmosphere, and the lands, as treated 
in the more modan standard teatbooks on physical geograpby. The 
of the instruction in the preparatoty school should have on th~ relation of 
human life to physiographic conditions. 
SoDie work with boob of reference is to have done in the 
.:hooI. and the may test the student with reference 
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thereto; but a certificate of the amount of such work, signed by the ,will 
be taken as evidence and will be considered a8 a part of the examination. No 
list of reference books is prescribed. In general it may be however, 
that books or papers relating to the physiography of the region where the study 
is carried on, or those relating to phenomena illustrated in that region, should 
be included. The standard textbooks give ample references to suitable 
books and papers bearing on the various physiographic provinces and phenomena 
of the country. . 
Two pel iods a week for an entire year should have devoted to laboratory 
and field work. The laboratory work should be divided between the study of 
the atmosphere and the study of the land. The student should be familiar with 
weather maps and topographic maps, and be able to intezpret them, He should 
be able to tell what physiographic foxms are represented on typical maps. The 
student should do enough field work to understand the physiography of the region 
in which he studies. A notebook record of the laboratory and field work should 
be carefully kept. 
For further suggestions conceliling laboratory work, the Syllabus of the 
College Entrance Examination Board, the Regents' Syllabus for the Schools 
of New York State, and the Guide for Laboratory Geography Teaching, The 
Mac,lIillan , New York City, may be consulted. 
13. BIOLOGY (I Unit) 
The assumes a knowledge on the part of the student that should be 
by the study of the subject for five periods a week during a year. 
A large pert of this time should have been devoted to laboratory practice. 
notes and drawings should be carefully made throughout the course. 
14. BOTANY (~ Unit or I Unit) 
The examination assumes a knowledge of the general laws and fundamental 
of plant nutrition, assimilation, and growth, as by plants 
flom the different groups, as well as of the general comparative morphology 
and the relationship of plants. 
The synopsis will suggest the topics of preparatory study: the 
principles of plant physiology; general morphology, includ-
• mg methods of propagation, etc., of selected 
of the 
of the 
fungi, and plants; special morphology 
plants. 
The 
be 
14a. ZOOLOGY (~ Unit or I Unit) . 
a knowledge on the part of the student that should 
by the intelligent study of the subject for five hours a week during 
a 
to 
YfM or one y-r. The part of time should have been devoted 
practice in the of living fox III" and to 
notes and drawings should be made throughout the course. . 
15. BOO 
The aaminalion will be hued: 
Purcbue Book, Sales Book, and 
IRG (~ Unit or I UDit) 
<a) on the use of. the Joumal, 
, (b) on the of 
Book, 
and 
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• 
pro1it and atatemalts; (e) on the theory of double entry 
bookkeeping the analysis of rules of debit and credit and the general 
of accounts. 
• 
16. AGRICULTUkB, (JIlcludiDg home etc., ~ Unit to f Umtl) 
The 
poultry 
will be in general, on the in farm mechanics, 
iry, soils and fertwers, f&lm crops, animal husbandry, including 
fruit growing, f&l m management, and home-making as 
approved by the of the State of New York for high schools. Separate 
held only in Ithaca, are set on each of the above on request. 
In addition, a examination covering all of the above subjects will be given 
both in Ithaca and in New York City, but credit will not be given for both 
aDd examinations. A value of ~ or 1 unit, will be offered for the 
17. DRAWmG (~ Unit or 1 Unit) 
The entrance requirement in drawing inc\udes the drawing of simple, plane, 
aDd solid geometrical figures, simple still life and groups or of machinery, 
and a fair knowledge of the rules of and of light and shade as applied 
in The preparation also include the drawing of simple 
omament, decoration, and simple plant fo .. ns, etc. This 
about 300 hours of actual work (which may be entirely 
drawing, entirely mechanical drawing, or part and pert 
for the of I unit, or about ISO hours for the half unit. 
A candidate talring the must present samples of his work 
and a tacher's statement showing amount of time and degree of 
• lency. 
18. 'fkAI1'tmG (1 Unit) 
will be olfered in woodworking, forging, foundry work, and 
work. To satisfy the entrance the applicant must have 
performed not tban 300 hours of actual work in the subjects in which the 
is . ('.endidates must present a statement of the time actually 
spent in the work and of the 
19. mGB SCHOOL SUBJEctS (~ Uait or 1 Vait) 
III addition to the above. numbeis 1-18, a student 
eifer for erli:taoce aedit not lea OIle-balf unit nor more one unit in any 
IIlbject or 1Ub;ects not a1readY uted. This consist of additi<lC'et in a 
IIlbject for which he bas aae.dy the for 
a fourth year of It mey be up of in 
DOt included defer 1-18, as, for "ample, law. The 
defer this must be high work, in 
the &lid it must have tested by the "aminatiOdS in the 
it.elf. The DOt let in 
a!encl UJlder he&diDc. 
• 
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2. COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD 
EXAMINATIONS 
The examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board, held at Ithaca 
and elsewhere in June of each year, are accepted as the full equivalents of the 
Cornell University'Entrance Examinations in the corresponding 
The following table shows the Cornell University entrance with the 
equivalent subjects of the College Entrance Examination Board. 
CorneD Univenity Entraoce Subjects 
Ia. English I. 
EQuivalent College Eotrance Board Subjects 
English I. 
lb. English 2. 
2a. First Year Greek. 
2b. Year Greek. 
2C. Third Year Greek. 
Ja. First Year Latin. 
Jb. Second Year Latin. 
3C. Third Year Latin. 
Jd. Fourth Year Latin. 
4L First Year Get man. 
4b. Second Y Get man. 
4C. Third Year Gel man. 
sa. First Year French. 
Sb. Year French. 
sc. Third Year French. 
6&. First Year 
6b. Second Year 
6c. Third Year Spanish. 
7&. First Year Italian. 
7b. Second Year Italian. 
English 2. 
Greek A, I and 2. 
Greek B. 
Greek C and F. 
Latin J = 2 units. 
Latin, I, 2, 4 = J units. 
Latin, I 2, 4, 5 a 4 units. 
~ Gelman A = 2 units. 
Getman B. 
} French A = 2 units. 
French B. 
} Spanish = 2 units. 
History A. 
• 
7C. Third Year Italian. 
Sa. Ancient History. 
8b. History. 
8c. Amer. History, Civics. 
Sd. English History. 
Mediaeval and Modetn History. 
History D. 
History C. 
9L Elementary Algebra. 
9b. Inte:t med. Algebra. 
9Co Advanced Algebra. 
9d. Plane Geometry. 
Mathematics A, I. 
Mathematics A, 2. 
Mathematics B. 
C 
~. Solid Geometry. Mathematics D. 
Mathematics E. yo Plane T~ometry. 
9g. Spher. Tngonometry. 
10. Physics. Physics. 
II. ChemistJy. Chemistry. 
12. Physical Geogiaphy Geography. 
IJ. Biology. Biology. 
14- Botany. Botany. 
I.... Zoo~OJY. Zoology. 
IS. Bookkeeping. 
16. Agric:ulture (including home 
17· 
18. 
19· 
. etc.) 
Ora . Ma!:J'Trainin,. 
Any Hi,h School 
Subjects not 
or 
Drawing. 
• 
• 
• 
All ceJ tificates of the College Entrance Examination Bnard:ahould be sent by 
to the of Cornell , Ithaca, N ew York, as early as poaible, 
• 
• 
• 
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in the summer before the applicant intends to enter. To insure 
they should reach him not later than the of 
In connection with the examination in Mechanical Drawing (but not that in 
Drawing) the submission of a certified set of plates is required. They 
should be by mail or express to the of the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board as early as pOssible in advance of the examination. A blank form 
indicating the character of the celtificate required may be obtained from the 
Secretary upon application. 
The College Entrance does not require or receive note-
books. 
The examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board will be held 
at Ithaca, and at various other places, June 18-23, t917: June 19-22, 1918. 
A list of places at which the examinations will be held will be publiahed about 
March I, 1917 by the of·the Board. that the examinations 
be held at points, to receive proper consideration, should be submitted 
to bim not later than February I, 1917. 
The examination fee at points in the United States and Canada is five dollars; 
at points outside of the United States and Canada, dol1ars, for 
examined. This fee should be remitted by postal order, express order, 
or draft on New York to the order of the College Entrance 
Each who to take the examinations of the Board must 
application to its upon a blank to be obtained gratis from bim. 
Applications for at points in the United States on or of the 
Mississippi River must reach the: of the not later than Monday, 
June 4t 1917: June 3, 1918: at other points in the United States and 
not later May 28, 1911: May 21, 1918: at points outside of the United 
States and not later May 14. 1917: May 13, 1918. 
Applicationa later the dates will be when 
it is to arrange for the examination of the but only upon 
payment of five dol1ars in addition to the examination fee. 
who file applications do so at their own risk . 
When the candidate has failed to obtain the required 
for elamination the us"al examination fee will be 
for m of application 
if the fee arrive not 
later the date by a the 
and of the candidate, the centre at which he wishes 
to presa:lt and a list of aU the .1b: in which he have 
to take the Board'. 
The of the Board and detailed definitions of the • m 
each subject in which the Board holds examinations, with lists of 
menta in the natural are in a circ:uJar of infOlljlttiOO by 
the Baud each year about the first of • A single copy will be sent to 
any teacher without In however, a of which 
be in stam.,.. ri1 be for a copy of the 
parents, and for who desire 
the of the Board, as well as who wish to 
pro",,.. fOld.S of application for are to address 
the of the Entrance on Board, 431 West 117 
New York City. 
• 
• 
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3. ENTRANCE BY REGENTS' EXAMINATIONS 
The Regents' examinations of the Education Department of the State of New . 
York are accepted as the full equivalents of the Cornell Entrance 
Examinations in the correspooding subjects. 
All Regents' credentials should be sent by mail to the Registrar of Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York, as early as possible in the summer before the 
intends to enter. To insure consideration, they should reach him not 
later than the first of September. 
The following table shows the Cornell University entrance subjects with the 
corresponding Regents' equivalents: 
CaneU University Entrance Subjects 
I a. English I. 
lb. English 2. 
2a. First Year Greek. 
2b. Second Year Greek. 
2C. Third Year Greek. 
3a. First Year Latin. 
3b. Second Year Latin. 
3c. Third Y ear Latin. 
3d. Fourth Year Latin. 
4&- First Year Gelman. 
4b. Second Year Gelillan. 
4c. Third Year Gu wan. 
sa. First Year French. 
Sb. Second Year French. 
SC. Third Year French. 
6a. First Year Spanish. 
6b. Year Spanish. 
6c. Third Y Spanish. 
7a. First Year Italian. 
7b. Second Year Italian. 
7e. Third Year Italian. 
Sa. Ancient History. 
8b. Modun History. 
8c. Am. History, Civics. 
8d. English History. 
II. 
Elunentary Algebra. 
Intel Died. Algebra. 
Advanced Algebra. 
Plane Geometry. 
Solid . 
Plane TriJODometry. 
~ph~. Tngonometty. 
Physics. 
12. Physical • 
13. Biology. 
14- Botany . 
• 
Regents' Equivalents 
First and Second Year English. 
Third and Fourth Year English. 
First Year Greek. 
• 
Second Year Greek or Greek Grammar and 
Xenophon. 
Third Year Greek or Greek Composition and 
Homer. 
First Year Latin. 
Second Year Latin or Latin Grammar and 
Ccesar. 
Third Year Latin or Latin Composition and 
Cicero. 
Fourth Year Latin or Virgil. 
First Year Gel man. 
Second Year Gelman. 
Third Year Gelman. 
First Year French. 
Second Year French. 
Third Year French. 
First Year Spanish. 
Second Year Spanish. 
Third Year Spanish. 
First Year Italian. 
Second Year Italian. 
Ancient History 3-5 counts = ~-I unit. 
Modern History 3-6 counts = ~-I unit. 
American History and Civics 5 counts - I 
• 
UOlt. 
History of Great Britain and Ireland 3-5 
counts = ~-I unit. 
Elementary Algebra. 
Intel mediate Algebra. 
Advanced Algebra. 
Plane Geometry. 
Solid Geometry. 
Plane Trigonometry. 
. Trigonometry. 
5 counts. 
S counts. 
Physical 
Biology 
ZooI.:I 
BotanY:l 
5 counts . 
2"'. with Bot 2U·or 
counts .. U-I unit. 
I4L 
IS, 
16. 
17· Ia. 
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Uriculture 
Dome 
Drawing. 
Manual Training. 
j Any High School 
1 Subjects not 
• 
R.qeutl' BqlliyaJeuti 
, . 
Zoology, 2U-S counts - U-I unit. 
Bookkeeping 2U -S counts - U-I unit. 
Agriculture 2U-S counts - U-I unit. 
Drawine_3-6 counts - U-I unit 
Manual Training 6 counts. 
or 
used. Regents' counts - 2U-S. 
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The signed or (even for single issued 
by the of Education· of the State of New York for Regents 
examinations are accepted in place of in all the subjects required for 
entrance which are by such credentials. 
The Arts College Entrance DUpoma or the Science College Entrance Diploma 
satisfies in full the entrance requirements for the four year courses in Arts, Law, 
and Agriculture, and for the 4U and S year courses in Architecture and Civil and 
The Arts College Entrance Diploma or the Science College Entrance Diploma 
satisfies in full the entrance requirements for the four year courses in Mechanical 
and Civil Enginee&ing provided the four entrance units required in mathematics 
are by the diploma or othe& wise satisfied. 
The Arts College Entrance Diploma and the Science College Entrance Diploma 
satisfies in full the entrance requirements for the four year course in 
provided the four entrance units required in . one in Physics, and at 
two in either French or German are COVe&ed by the diploma or othe&wise 
.tis6ed. 
Notebooks and teacheas' statements are not in general required and should 
not be sent unless asked for in an individual 
Do not infer that aedentials will be Send credentials at once. Do 
not fail to at the if credentials have not at the date of the 
been entrance will not be given for 
any 
The of Albany. N. Y., will upon request to any 
student a statement 
for a blank for this 
alllUbjects passed to date. Apply to the Registrar 
4. ENTRAltCE BY SCHOOL CERTMCATE 
of doae in public or piivate .. boots, in or out of the State, 
be in lieu of passing entrance aaminationa. if the 
authorities are satisfied with the of the and if the 
a full CIOUJ"&e in the lChool and has duly 
at l-.st one }'ell' in the edvd. 
The does not in advance to 
aad the ICCIpt.Dce of 
richt to further but 
iI will be pWd. 
Dot 
..... the 
of any 
that 
TIne aepatate ~ be 
be Muutted to a 
before a atudent of any IChool will, OIl its 
UDiftnity. 
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(a) The principal of the school must by fo% jhal application secure the 
certificate privilege for his school. (b) The principal of the school must submit a 
school certificate duly filled out for the individual candidate for admission. (c) 
The candidate himself must make a personal application for admission to the 
particular college of Cornell University in which he intends to study. Official 
blanks for each of these purposes may be obtained from the Registrar of Cornell 
University and when duly filled out should be returned to him. 
The school certificate should be forwarded by the principal as soon as possible 
after the graduation of the candidate. The application for the eel tmcate privilege 
should, previously granted, accompany the school certificate. The 
candidate's personal application for admission to a particular college should 
be sent as early as possible after the candidate has decided in which college of 
Cornell he desires to study. The application will be considered merely 
as a declaration of intention, and will impose no obligation upon the prospective 
student. 
The school certificate should include all the subjects that the candidate 
has satisfactorily completed in the school, whether or not they are required 
by the particular college in which the candidate proposes to study; neglect 
to comply with this regulation may entail serious inconvenience and disappoint-
ment to the student. The school certificate may include subjects in which an 
examination has passed for admission to the school. No additional or 
supplementary certificate will be considered after the first college term. 
A unit means five prepared recitations a week for one year of study, or 120 
sixty minute hours. Two hours of laboratory work is considered equivalent to 
one hour of prepared recitation, but Drawing on page 2:\. 
If the candidate has not had five periods a week for one year in any subject but 
has not than 120 actual hours (7,200 minutes) of recitation in the subject 
and the school desires to recommend him for one unit of credit, the school 
must show the exact number of actual hours of recitation. 
Notebooks in need not be submitted and should not be sent unless 
they are in individual cases specifically requested by the Registrar. . 
Subjects in which work ha.c; been done privately outside of the regular school 
curriculum, even if under the direction of teachers in the school, should not be 
included in the rei tificate. 
The must take his entrance examinations at Cornell University 
(in or in New York City) in if by that time he has not 
notified that his school eel tificate has accepted. Entrance examinations will 
be given in September and January only, as on p. 12. 
U in any entrance subject a student has failed to pass the Cornell or any 
other Entrance Examination, or the CoUege Board Entrance Examina-
tion, or the Regents' examination, he will not be allowed to offer 
a school cel tificate in that subject unless, subsequently to his failure, he shaU 
have pursued the subject regularly in class for the full time required and shall 
have done the full amount of work required for entrance in the subject. 
on school eel tificates is in all provisional. If, after admission 
to the , a student fails in any subject dependent upon an entrance 
aabjec:t for which a certificate has accepted, credit for that entrance 
subject be cancelled. 
• 
-
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All communications and requests in connection with by school 
certificate should be to the Registrar of the • The 
will welcome any or pelsonal infOJlJlation that school principals may 
to furnish in with individual applicants for admission. 
COLLEGE CREDIT EXAMINATIONS 
FOR SURPLUS ENTRANCE 
Credit towards a for work done in a preparatory school, upon subjects 
(Nos. 1-18, incl.) which may be offered for entrance to the U , will 
be given only to those students who, in addition to satisfying all entrance require-
ments, separate examinations in the for which they college 
credit. examinations will cover substantially the same ground as the 
University courses in the An applicant who desires a 
college examination of this kind must apply to the as early as 
in 1917 not later September 12, specifying which units he 
intends to offer in of the entrance and upon what other 
entrance he wishes to be examined for college credit. 
In he to satisfy the entrance in anyone or more of 
the which he has offered for entrance, but the college Ciedit 
in any other subject or he use the latter for 
the entrance reqUirements, but in that case he cannot also receive college 
therefor. The college credit examinations will be held in September, on the 
dates set for the entrance in the subjects. 
A candidate using No. 19 of Entrance list page 10) to make his 
unita not apply for a surplus entrance examination as described above. 
ADMISSION FROM 
A student who, having already attended a college or a uniVel sity, 
to be admitted to a course in a college of eo. nell , 
61e by mail with the 9f Cornell , on an official blank to be 
obtained from him, a applic:ation for to one of the of the 
University, aloog with an official from the college or which he 
baa already attended, giving evidence of (I) his hooorable (2) his 
enbance in detail, u) his of attendance and the amount of 
that he baa taken, and (4) a detailed statement of the punued. H~ 
IIbould seod alS() a catalope of the iDstitutiOD, on it his and 
the enbaoce which he bas _tisfied and each subject which he baa 
All foe other ,bonld con.lt tM 
of the in which they psopose to study. 
A penoa, , under circum-
the eotrance requisementa, be to 
ClDe of the aa a not a candidate for 
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a The applicant must give evidence of ability to do creditable work 
in the college and his application for admission must be recommended by the . 
department in which he proposes to do the main part of his work. 
If a admitted as a special student without satisfying the entrance 
requiren.ents subsequently satisfies these requirements, he may be graduated 
under the ordinary regulations that obtain in the particular college in which 
he is studying. He will not be permitted, however, to make up deficiencies in 
entrance subjects by attending University instruction in those 
for admission as special students must file their applicationa 
directly with the dean of the particular college in which they propose to study. 
Special students in the College of Arts and Sciences must be at least twenty-
three years of age; in the College of Law, in the College of and in 
Sibley College, twenty-one years of age. 
The College of Civil Engineo ing admits as special students persons at least 
twenty-one years of age Who are college graduates and who intend to pursue 
advanced work without being candidates for a degree. The Sibley College of 
Mechanical requires that its special students shall have had 
ing experience and the equivalent of the mathematics specified for the admission 
of students. 
Special students in the College of Agriculture must have had two full years 
of recent farm experience and, unless they can satisfy all the entrance requirements 
for the course, must be at least twenty-one years of age. . 
THE BEGINNING OF " UNIVERSITY COURSE 
The first fOJlllal step at the beginning of the University career is the act of 
in the University. September 24 and 25 are the days for the registra-
tion of new students in 1917. 
A to be entitled to register, must present a to! mal registration 
permit, which is a card issued by the Registrar and sent to the candidate as soon 
as the for entrance have satisfied. This registration 
is ordinarily sent direct to the home address of the prospective student if he is 
entering by School Certificate, College Entrance Board Examinations, or Regents' 
If the candidate is entering by the September Cornell Examinations, 
in New York City or in the registration permit is ordinarily sent to his 
address as soon as the requisite examinations have passed. 
If the candidate is entitled to this registration permit but has for any reason 
not received it by September 24, 1917, he should call in person at the Registrar's 
office and procure it. 
The registration permit bears on its face all the necessary directions for the 
candidate's in the University. 
No candidate will be allowed to register after September 25, 1917, he 
has first obtained the special per mission of the dean of the college in which he 
to study. 
With a student's first registration in the there begins for him 
a period of greater personal than he has ever before called 
upon to face. H~ should that the of his U depends 
in large upon his individual ideals, his individual industry, and his 
• 
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individual 
CuDe11 
to make the' bat use of his 0PPOitunitiei. 
its equipment; ita officers of instruction and 
stand ready to help with their and 
advice; but after aU. the ultimate responsibility for success or failure resta upon 
the individual student 
With to deta;l, of curriculum, subjects to be studied, requirements 
for the etc., the student should consult the special announ~ 
ment of the college which he intends to enter. of the colleges 
books of for their students. These may be obtained 
flo'" the deens of the colleges. 
In the College of Arts and Sciences, wbete is a considerable range of 
choice in studies to be pursued, an adviser from the staff will be 
to each and each sophomore to consult with him in regard to his studiea. 
In other the curriculum is more or less definitely fixed, this control 
is directly by the dPAn of the college or by a . class adviser. 
No college in the undertakes to to parents or guardians 
of the progress and standing of the students under its control. 
Students in the University are regarded as young men and young 
women and a constant efto. t is made to inspire and develop in them the sense 
of peasow and the that their success or failure is, 
in the last analysis, a matter of their own malring. 
PAYMENTS TO !: UNIVERSITY 
1'On'ION 
Year .................. ................................. . 
in Apiculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sesi.on .................................................. . 
School in Agriculture . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
in Agriculture . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
$150 
7S 
30 
30 t 
2St 
Students upon liable for the tuition fee for the tel m. 
The tuition fee is payable in of $85 at the bq,';nning of the first 
tum and S6s at the . of the term. In the Medical College 
in New York City the entire fee is payable at the beginning of the year. 
The tuition fee for any telm may be refunded to any student who, for 
to the Comptroller and the , withdraws within twenty days 
after the day. 
A student Who withdraws from the Univeasity, for satisfactolY to the 
and the , on or IS or April I, have 
of the tuitioa fee for the current tea m. 
Students registering after 1 pay for the remainder of the first tea m 
of the tuition fee for the tea m. Students after April I 
pay for ~ of the tea ID of the tuition fee for the 
. '" , d 
• 
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Graduate School. Graduate students who are ~didates for an advanced 
degree are charged tuition at the tuition rate charged in the college in which the 
major subject is taken. . In the case of graduate students who are not candidates 
for a degree, tuition is charged pro rata, the rate in each case being that of the 
college in which the subject is taught. 
Tuition is free to graduate students for work in the State College of Agriculture. 
For each Graduate School minor subject taken outside the College of Agriculture, 
when the major subject is taken in the College of Agriculture, one-sixth of the 
regular tuition rate of the college in which the minor is taken, will be charged. 
For each Graduate School minor taken in the College of Agriculture by students 
whose major subject is in another college, one-sixth of the regular tuition rate will 
be deducted. Tuition is free to holders of University fellowships or graduate 
scholarships. 
Instructors and Assistants registered in the Graduate School are exelilpt from 
payment of tuition for work approved by their Special Committee provided the 
subject is in the line of work in which they are instructing. 
No student will receive the Master's degree who has not paid tuition for at 
least one full year, and no one will receive the doctor's degree who has not paid full 
tuition for at three years, unless one or more of these years have been spent 
in graduate study at another University. 
Free Tuition is free to students Who hold New York State Tuition 
Scholarships. . 
Tuition is free to students pursuing full, special, and short courses in the 
State Agricultural and Veterinary Colleges who at the beginning of the college 
year are and for at least twelve months prior thereto have been bona fide residents 
of the State of New York. No student shall be allowed to transfer from any such 
course to another course where tuition is charged without first paying the regular 
tuition for the hours for which he receives credit in the latter course. 
Instructors and having a degree are from tuition for work 
to the first of the college in which they are instructing. 
All tuition and other may be changed or increased by the to take 
effect at any time without notice. 
o fa ER PEES AND EXPENSES 
A fee of $S is charged all students on entering the . 
A fee of 'S is charged each student registering for the first time 
in the Summer Session. 
Every sttident (except those registered in the Medical College in New York 
City) is charged an fee of'3 a tem, payable at the beginning of each 
ta m. Students in the winter courses in Agriculture, are required to pay the 
.... fee for one tem. In return for the Jnfilillary fee, any student who is 
ill, is on his physician's eel tificate admitted to the Infirmary, and is given without 
further charge a bed in a ward, board, and ordinary nursing, for a period not 
.... . d . exCC"QlOg two m anyone aca elll1c year. 
Extra charges are made for private rooms, special food, and nurses. 
U an ill student who has not received two wPdcs' sa vice in the year is refused 
admittance to the In6,li1ary, by reason of of accommodation or if he is not 
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cared for elsewhere by the UI , he is entitled to a refund of the fee for both 
Students in the Univezsity Summer and in the Summer School in 
Agriculture have all the privileges of admission to the infuwary. They pay 
no fee in advance, but are liable for charges for services rendered. 
For medical advice, page 44. 
Each male undergraduate student registered in the shall be 
a locker fee of $:l.oo per term, which locker fee shall cover the use of a 
locker in the University gymnasiums, or in the State Drill Hall, or in Schoell-
kopf Memorial Building with the use of bathing facilities and towels therein and 
the use of the Cornell Univezsity and play grounds. 
Students registered in Sibley. College or the College of Civil are 
'12.50 a term for material used in College shops and laboratories; 
students not registered in Sibley College but ta1ring work in the Sibley shops are 
charged at the rate of $3.50 per record hour. A student who has taken while in a 
college of this University part of the work required for an 
engineezing shall, before receiving the technical degree, be required to pay 
- to the University Treasurer such amount as would have been necessary if all such 
work bad been taken while in the college. 
A fee of $5.00 a tel m is required of students registered in Architecture fOf 
materials used in the draft rooms and laboratories. Students not registered in 
but taJring in design or drawing from life, must pay a fee of 
'5 per term, for other in drawing Of modelling $:l.5O per 
A graduation fee of '.0 is r«JUired of each person teJring a first or under-
and one of $:l0 of each person taJring an advanced When 
the is to be at Commencement, this fee must be paid at least 
ten days prior to Day. When the is to be confezled at 
time or February), the graduation fee 
IDIJst be paid at least ten days prior to the date on which it is to be . 
The amount paid will be refWlded should the not be coofezied. 
person teJring laOOlatmy work or courses where a fee is charged 
must pay to the the required fee or the required deposit for the 
etc., to be used in the work. Members of the iaw ucting staff who are 
as students shall be from the payment of the 
and egri""tura1 in or in research pursued in the 
they are to give ;nsta uction. 
• 
m 
A fee of twe&ity-6ve is to every student wbo 
baa dropped from the University for delinquency in 1ICh0lanbip or coaduct. 
except for such delinquency in as is due to ill health or to other 
ftIUOOS beyCllld the student's oootrol. in the fee be 
upOID of the Dean of the in which the student is 
All students in the are foe aDy injury done by 
to its . 
A atudeot who {ajJ. to pay his to the Univeasity within twenty 
da,.. alter the day for the tam will be from the 
lily. • 
• 
• 
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A student's expenses at Cornell, beyond the stated U and a 
small outlay for books and instruments, depend in large measure on his personal 
tastes and habits. His expenses, other than those for board and room, may be 
estimated at the normal rate prevailing throughout that section of the country in 
which Ithaca is situated. 
Parents and guardians are earnestly cautioned against providing their sons 
and wards with an excessive amount of pocket money. Many young men have 
been fatally handicapped in their university careers by overindulgence in this 
respect. 
RESIDENTIAL HALLS 
• 
The University has five residential halls for men students situated on the 
Campus and furnishing accommodations for about 420 men. For particulars 
address the University Treasurer, Ithaca, N. Y. There are, also, many private 
boarding and rooming houses near the University Campus. In the cost of 
board and furnished room, with heat and light, varies from's to '12 a week. By 
the formation of clubs, students are sometimes able to reduce their expenses for 
room and board. Cafeterias are maintained by the University in Cascadil1a 
Hall and in Sibley and one is maintained by the College- of Agriculture in the 
Home Economics Building where meals may be obtained at nominal 
• pnces. 
Before engaging rooms, students should carefully examine sanitary conditions 
and should particularly insist on satisfactory and sufficient fire escapes. The 
tv publishes and distributes a list of approved rooming houses. This list 
is for distribution August 15, 1917. New students are advised to come 
to Ithaca a few days in advance at the of their University duties in 
order that they may have ample time to secure room and board before the 
of the academic year. The Freshman Advisory Committee offers its assistance to 
new students in the selection of rooming and boarding houses. 
The residential halls for women students are Sage College and Prudence Risley 
Hall. In buildings, which are exclusively for women students, the total 
cost of board, laundry, and rent of furnished rooms, with heat and light, is '330 a 
year. The halls are heated by steam, and lighted by electricity. The University 
Adviser of Women has jurisdiction over all women students in the University. 
and women students are not permitted to board and lodge outside of the hall, 
for women except in houses approved by the Adviser, and subject to her direction. 
. women students should Wi ite to the Adviser of Women for infOl iDation 
any matters in which they may need assistance. Dormitory 
facilities for women are inadequate, and prospective students desiring such 
are urged to make early application. Inquiries in regard to 
board and rooms in the women's hans should be addressed to The of 
Residential Sage College, Ithaca, N. Y. . 
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES 
• 
State Tuition 
(Awanle4 la, fte. York State) 
Under the law of the State of New York the Commissioner of Education is 
to award a number of free scholarships in Cornell 
equal to the Dumber of listricts in the State of New York. Each 
scholarship entitles the holder to free tuition for four years in the 
September following the award of the scholarship. 
Every scholarship holder must satisfy the for admission 
to one of the colleges of the . 
Holders of State Scholarships are notified that failure to register before the 
close of the last day for each term involves the severance of their 
roancction with the and consequently the forfeiture of their scholar-
WPf. The Commissioner of Education fills all vacancies in scholarahips. 
A State scholarship holder, after regular registration at the U , may 
a leave of absence for the purpose of earning necessary funds to defray his 
living at the . If leave of absence for the aforementioned 
purpose is granted, his scholarship may be extended for a pes iod not to 
two years, thus making the scholarship valid for a total period not to six 
years from the date of the a'ward. State scholarship holders desiring 
leave of absence on their scholarship should apply at the Secretary's Office, 31 
M\4iill HalJ, York. Leave of from the does 
not carry with it leave of absence on state scholarships. 
For particulars in regard to the awarding of Cornell State 
Scholarships. application should be to the Commissioner of Education, 
Albany , York. 
State Cash 
(A ....... bJ ft_ York Slate> 
Under the law of the State of New York (Chapter 292, Law. of 1913), State 
have in the counties of the State, to be 
by the State as pI'OVided by law. Five such scholanhips are to be 
awarded eacb COWlty annuaRy for each assembly district such 
will entitle the holder to the of one hundred for 
eICh of his upon an in State during a pes iod 
of fem yean. A person who such scholarship is not in his 
choice of the college which he to attend, or as to the cow se of study which 
he proposes to pursue; provided that no such scholarship include prof~ 
in law.: veterinary: 01' • 
10 far as such insbuctiOD is within. prescribed c:oune of study leading 
to. other than in ODe 01 the above named prolellioas; and provided 
that the by the PUIkril entitled to such is 
Iitaat.ed the State 01 New York. and is incorpotated as a college and 
under the laws 01 tN. State and the rules of the of the l1 
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For particulars in regard to the awarding of State Scholarships, application 
should be to the Commissioner of Education, Albany, New York. 
University Undergraduate Scholarships 
(Awarded by the UDi'fer.lty) 
tv Undergraduate Scholarships, each continuing for two 
years and of an annual value of '200, are offered each year to members of the 
incoming freshman class. The award is made on the basis of a special competitive 
held in Ithaca in September between the period of the entrance 
examinations and the opening of the University. 
Every candidate for such a scholarship must have satisfied the entrance 
requirements for one of the colleges of the University. 
Holders of New York State Scholarships, either state tuition scholarships or 
state cam scholarships or both, are eligible for University Undergraduate Scholar-
ships. 
The University Undergraduate Scholarships will be awarded on the 
of examinations in three of the eight following subjects: 
(.). English. Entrance requirement. See pages 13-15 .. 
(b). Greek. Greek grammar and composition; translations at sight of 
simple prose. 
(c). Latin. Latin grammar and C:esar; composition and Cicero; Virgil. 
See page 15. 
(d). French. Third year French. See page 17. 
(e). Third year See page 16. 
(f). Spanish. Third year Spanish. See page 18. 
(g). Elementary mathematics. Elementary algebra; intermed;ate algebra; 
plane geometry. See pages 19 and 20. 
(h). Advanced mathel!latics. Solid geometry; advanced algebra; and 
plane trigonollleb:y. See page 20. 
In choosing of eight every candidate must take 
and at least one of the other five languages; and any candidate who does not 
select either Latin or Greek muat take advanced matbelilatics. 
No scholarship will be awarded to any candidate who is repot Led markedly 
deficient in any subject in which he is examined, and the right is reserved to 
fill fewer than scholarships in the absence of a sufficient number of duly 
qualified candidates. 
Before rholarships are awarded, every candidate must indicate the college 
and, if of study with diverse entrance requirements are given in 
that the course in which he intends to register. In order to bold a 
.cbolanhip, if it be awarded to him, he must register in that college or course; 
and be will forfeit his rigbt to the scholarship, if he to any other 
or ooune. unless, at the time wben he was admitted to the U , be 
as shown by the of the University, all the entrance nquirel!lents 
for the or the course to which be 
• 
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All persona shall be froiD the competition for scholarshipl 
who have participated in any previous competition for the or have been 
in this (including the Summer Session) or in 
any other or oollege. / 
A scholarship will be forfeited at any time in case two-thirds of the 
faculty at any notice having been given at the 
immediately preceding, shan vote that the holder has guilty of negligence, or 
of failure to a high standard of scholarship, or of conduct of any kind 
that is unbecoming for a student holding such a scholarship. 
Whenever any of scholarships shall for any reason become 
the vacancy be filled as the faculty may deteJ mine. 
The moneys du.e on these scholarships are paid at the office of the Treasurer 
of the in two payments. on the 20th of February and the 25th of 
June, but no scholarship holder is entitled to receive his payment 
until the Scholarship Committee has examined and approved his record for the 
that the 
The 
the 
entrance 
tam, and until the cha;' man of the Scholarship Committee has 
is satisfactory. 
examinations for scholarships begin on the first day of 
in to take the will be issued by 
by maiJ on application, provided the candidate has satisfied all the 
and provided the application is accompanied by a 
giving the name of the school at which the candidate was 
the name of the principal, and the college held by the candidate. 
Special Undergraduate Scholarships 
The Scholarship. This scholarship, founded' by 
Amos PMgham of New York, in memory of his son, Frank Wimam 
M.E. '88, entitles the holder to free tuition and in the 
course in SI'bley College of but cannot be held in connec-
doa with a York State Scholarship. It will be awarded to the candidate, 
if any, who has his preparatoiy education in the public schools of 
New Yorlc, and who, to the course in Sibley 
(aolid 
the 
the examination in a on 
advanced algebra, and plane trigonometry) and on two of 
I, third yeAr ; 2, third year French; 3, The 
for Scholarship is held at the same time as the 
examinations; and the candidate must 
to enter the Scholarship examination and state his 
to the , who will the ueual pawt to enter this 
epecial examination. In no one qualifies for c.bis in the 
, the of SI'bley CoUege TDAY, with 
of the to.or thy applicant, bom 
dftailed the examination 
and the will be futniabed by the of Sibley 
or the 
At its meeting in , 
adopted a resolution whaeby '600 is to be 19140 the New York State 
• 
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given to members of the Order in the form of twelve scholarships in the winter 
courses in agriculture in Cornell University. The scholarships are each of the 
value of '50, to be awarded to men or women who attain the highest standing in 
competitive examinations. The candidate should apply to the Master of the 
Pomona Grange in his home county, or to the Deputy in counties which have no 
Pomona G1'ange. 
The following undergraduate scholarships are not open to students at the 
beginning of their freshman year in the University: 
I. The Boardman Senior Law Scholarship of the annual value of '100. 
2. The Fraser Scholarships. The two scholarships in the College of Law of 
the annual value of '100 and '50 respectively. 
3. The Roberts Scholarship Fund, providing for five annual scholarships 
of the value of '240 each, for students in the College of Agriculture. 
4. The Buffalo Alumni Association Scholarship of the annual value of '200, 
for students who are residents of Erie or Niagara County, New York. The 
recipient must have been at least one year in some university. Cotnell University 
is not for the award or the payment of this scholarship. 
S. The Student Fund of the Cornell Club of Rochester. A loan of the annual 
value of '200 as a maximum. The recipient must be an upperclassman, must 
have had at least one year of residence at Cornell University, and must be eligible 
to membership in the Cornell Club of Rochester, New York. Cornell University 
is not responsible for the award or the payment of this scholarship. 
and Fellowships in the Graduate School 
There are in the Graduate School scholarships of the annual value 
of '200 and twenty-five fellowships of an annual value of from 1400 to 
'500 each. Holders of Fellowships and Scholarships are not required to pay 
tuition. For full information concez ning scholarships and fellowships 
the announcement of the G1'aduate School should be consulted. 
PJizes 
For full information concerning the following prizes, see the special pamphlet 
on prizes which may be obtained upon application to the Secretary of the 
University. 
I. The Woodford Prize, an annual prize in oratory, consisting of a gold 
of the value of '100. 
2. The '86 Memorial Prize in of thP. annual value of $86. 
3. The '94 Memorial Prize in Debate, of the annual val~. of about 194. 
4. The Barnes Piize, of the annual value of about '30' 
5. The Guilford Piae, of the annual value of about $ISO. 
6. The J. G. White Piizes in three prizes, each of the value of '100 • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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7. The Corson Prench Prize, an annual prize consisting of a gold medal of 
the value of '50. 
S. TIle Conon 
of the value of '50. 
Pdze, an annual prize consisting of a gold 
9. The LUlna L. lIelleneer Memorial Plize, an annual prize of '50 for the 
essay giving evidence of the best and most fruitful thought in the field of 
or the evolution of 
10. The Shum.n-Bennett Prize, an prize consisting of the income 
on '400, for the best discusslng the principles of free government. 
II. The Prance. Pine Arts an annual prize of the value of 
about '30, awarded to the student who shows the most intelligent appreciation of 
the graphic arts and 
12. The Borace X. White Prizes of SIS and '10 respectively, awarded 
annually to the most meritorious students in the graduating of the Veterinary 
13. The Sibley Prize in Mechanic Arts, of the annual value of '100, awarded 
to students in the Sibley CoDege of Mechanical 
140 The Puettes Medals, awarded to students in the CoDege of Civil 
Engineea ing for scholarship. 
IS. The Sends Memorial Medal, awarded to students in the CoDege of 
Memorial Medal, awarded to students in the CoUege of 
The James T. Morrison Poetry Prize, of the annual value of '100. 
IS. The Prize for Public in the CoUege of Agriculture. 
an of $100. 
I~ The John Mete·1fe Polk Memorial Prizes of $300. $125. and '75 
• awarded anou'lly to students having the highest standings in 
the Medical 
20. The Dana P,izea of .SO and '2S. awarded annually to students in the 
Medical College. 
21. The Bononrium for Research, ISO awarded annually for 
in the Veterinary 
22. Tbe Whitiac Prizes of .SO and $25. awarded to students in the Medical 
23- Puerlt.a lIemorial Prizes in Public plir.es coosisting of '125. 
'35. and S20 awarded to students in the Colleges of 
ture. 
and Architec-
24- Japa 
articles on lapan, 
of '75 and '25 respectively. for the best or 
relatioos, or similar topics, submitted by 
ally student of Ooanell • 
25- Tbe 
'Tat 
• m 
Tat four publicatiooa of the Rerly 
• awarded as priJes to the students pa.s&ing tbe best 
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26. The J.mes Gordon Bennett PIize of $50 for the best work on local and 
general anzsthesia in the College of Veterinary Medicine. 
27. The Jane Miller Prize of $50 for the best work in veterinary physiology. 
28. The Graduate Prize in Philosopby of $25, awarded to students in the 
Graduate School. 
29. The George Chapman Caldwell Prize of $50, awarded to a member of the 
senior class in the chemistry course for excellence in chemical work. 
30. The Morrison Tropby Cup Prize, awarded to students in the winter 
courses for proficiency in debate. 
31. The Stewart Pxize of $50, awarded to students in the Department of 
Oairy Industry. 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
The F. W. Guiteau Student Loan Fund. Through the generosity of the 
late Mr. Frederick W. Guiteau aqd his sister, the late Mrs. Nancy G. Howe, 
both of Irvington-on-Hudson, New York, a fund, known as the F. W. Guiteau 
Student Loan Fund, has been established in Cornell University, the income from 
which, amounting to about $14,000 annually, is to be used "in advancing and 
assisting needful, worthy young men in pursuing their studies in said University." 
There is also a separate fund available for women students. 
The benefits of these funds are open to young men and young women who have 
been in attendance at Cornell University for at least one year but preference is 
given to Seniors and Juniors. Account is taken of the applicant's character, 
scholutic record, and need of financial assistance. Loans are made primarily 
• • to cover tuitton 
Official application blanks to be used in applying for aid from these funds may 
be secured at the 5ecJetary's Office, Monill Hall 31, daily 4 to 5 p. II. except 
Saturday, and all applications should be addressed to the Student Loan Fund 
Committee, Secretary's Office, Monill Hall. 
The Wurt& Fund was established to assist working students in the college of 
Mechanical Engineei ing. 
The Florence Dearst,ne Fund provides an income to be used under the 
of the Federation of Cornell Women's Clubs in assisting needy young 
women students. 
The Polish Student Loan Fund is a gift from Polish students at Cornell to be 
disbursed to candidates presented by members of the Polish -Club of the 
The State Scho1arabip AJumn; Fund is the nucleus of a fund to assist needy 
students. It was established in 1914 by the gift of G. W. Graves, A.B., 1905, 
M.D., 1908, and is the equivalent of the state scholarship held by him. 
The Wom.n'. Guild Fund is the gift of women interested in the University. 
The income to be used to aid needy sick students. 
The W owen Students' IA)'n "and consists of the £01 mer Students' Loan Fund, 
increased in 1913 by $7,000, temporarily assigned to the fund by Ex-President 
, 
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D. White from funds placed at his by Trustee Andrew 
The income is lent to needy women students. 
The W. C. Seidel Book Pond of $1,000 provides an income to be used 
to purchase books for poor young men who are working their way through the 
of Civil is given to Freshmen. 
The Acrfcultura1 Student Fund is a fund created by students in the 
of Agriculture, from which small are made to needy agricultural 
students who can present security. 
The EclwiD G. van Fund P10vides that the incoUle shall be expended in the 
aid of needy students from Dutcbeu County who may in the annual 
therefor in "mning a State Tuition Scholarship in the • 
FOR SELF-SUPPORT 
Many students earn aU or a part of their while attending the 
• Oppodllnities for occur cbie8y in the Une of pelIOn.' 
of various kinds, such as at table, and caring foe and 
in the of various atudent ente:rpriees, etc. In 
practic:aUy aU the numerous student boarding student are 
who their board in for The 
not, to IeC\U'e poaitiona• A student'. time Ihoald be 
quite fully by his Icbolastic and only of gxeat 
who have health and a strong physique, should the utaa burden 
d. any outside No student should a at the 
without IUlicient funds to all the at least of the tint 
• 
Students of high scholarship have the oppcil bmity of doing 
tutoriDc, and in lOme of the departments of the various coUeg. 
with are to seniOiS of 
and attainments. 
The CuneU Christian ~tioo, through its employment bureau, 
ill ready to assist students in search of work. and its secretary wiI1 welcome 
Illy &om men students with to for eelf __ ppoa t. 
" students in eearch of should addrels the U Adviler 
of &p VorL 
The Secretary of the welcom. with aU students who 
deaire to find ... ployment the 
THE 
'!'be 
• m , 
IcellDdic literature o«~ unu.w 
Nbcary are when ~'ble, 
TIle ,.... is tbe 
..... 
• 
4740000 volumes. The special 
and liten.ture, Dante., and 
for ~ Books not in the 
ot"" h'brariea wben the need arises. 
yew &om 8 A. If. until 10=45 
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SAGE CHAPEL AND BARNES HALL 
Religious services, provided for by the Dean Sage Preacherahip Endowment, 
are conducted in Sage Chapel throughout the academic year by eminent clergymen 
selected from the various religious denominations. These services are supple-
mented by the Cornell University Christian Association, a voluntary organization 
of students and professors formed for their own religious culture and the promotion 
of Christian living in the University. The Christian Association has its home 
in Barnes Hall; it has permanent secretaries and a carefully selected library of 
biblical literature, also comfortable reading and recreation rooms. Bible study 
courses are carried on throughout the year. 
There is in addition to the Men's Christian Association, a Bourishing Young 
Women's Christian Association, with quartels in Barnes Hall. 
The students of the University are welcomed by the churches in the city of 
Ithaca at all their services. 
LECTURES AND CONCERTS 
During the course of each year many men of eminence, native and foreign, 
are invited to lecture before the University or one of its colleges. lectures 
are always free to students in all the colleges of the University. 
A series of musical concerts at various times during each year is provided by 
the Department of Music. Weekly organ recitals, v.ith free admission to all 
of the University, are given in Sage Chapel or Bailey Hall. 
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
Univenity Requirements. Every male student, a candidate for a 
laureate eltcept in the College of Law,· who is required to take five, six, 
seven, eight or more tel illS in residence, must take, in addition to the scholastic 
requirements for the degree, one, two, three, or four terms respectively, of 
hours a week, in the Department of Military Science and Tactics. 
The requirements in Military Science must be completed in the first telms of 
residence; other"ise the student will not be permitted to register again in the 
University. ,dthout the consent of the University Faculty. 
wfol iII.tion. The aim of the Department is to give training which 
will enable the graduates to serve as officers of a reserve or force. 
The students are organized into companies and a band for a course of training 
prescribed by the War Department. 
This course includes physical training, military drill, and the application of 
principles of infantry tactics. During the second year 
qualified men may be given optional instruction in units. in 
COl ps, military engineer ing, and machine gun training. The bend is both the 
cadet and band. Students regularly enrolled in the Department 
be assigned thereto for training, instead of to a company. 
"'01' modificetioDa 01 then requiremeata ill the c ... e 01 Law .tudeuta, _ the 
01 the Conlee 01 Law. 
-
\ 
• 
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Any properly melDber of the Cornell Corps of Cadets 
who has satisfactorily the first year of his university course, may, on the 
recommendation of the and the nomination of the President of the 
, be commissioned as an officer by the University Faculty. The 
provides pay, ranging from $50 to $250 annually, for each of the 
fifty-eight commissioned of the Corps of Cadets. In addition the senior 
officers are assistants in the Department. 
Any student may elect drill during his entire course at the • 
Each cadet is required to have a UnifOl m consisting of oliVe drab service 
cap, breeches, woolen shirt, leggings, black tie, and web waist belt, according 
to the of the United States Army. are at furnished 
only by one contractor, an agent in Ithaca, at a cost to the individual 
of $16. High tan shoes must be provided in addition, and the army last is 
, 
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL CULTURE 
rour Courae. Students who are officiaUy relieved of the requirements of 
Military Science and Tactics are subject to the requirements of the Department of 
Physical Culture. 
Every male student who is a for a baccalaureate degree in the four 
course is nquired to take two years of Physical Culture in C&!ie he is relieved 
of the requirements of the of Military Training. 
student who is a candidate for a degree in a four 
year course. must take throughout the Drst two years of her course, two and a balf 
actua1 hours a week in the of Physical Culture. 
Three Yen Course. Every male student who is a candidate for a 
degree in a three year course is required to take one year of 
in case he is relieved of the requirements of the of Military 
Every woman student who is a for a bacralaureate in a three 
yeaf must throughout the first y"'r of her course, take two and a half 
actual hours a week in the Department of Physical Culture. 
The in repI'd to Physical Training must be oompleted by the 
ead of ·the Sophomore year (i. e., two years before graduation; other wise the 
student will not be to again in the University, without the 
co"'sent of the . 
It is the aim of the to encourage participation in athletics on the 
part of all students rather on the part of a as it is believed that in 
"ell athletics is found, for the of men. the 
IOlution of the of rational and is 
fore given to the student, under to _tiJfY the • m 
Culture by tanag 1Uc:h of exera.e &I he may 
found. apco to be physically nand. He 
team. take in the country. or indulge his 
fOiU of IUch &I golf. etc. 
• 
provided he is 
try for an athletic 
in other outdoor 
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PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS AND MEDICAL ADVICE 
A physical examination is required of all students upon entering the University. 
The Medical Advisers observe regular office hours at their respective offices 
in the gymnasium for men and in Sage College. 
All students are at liberty and are urged, in case of sickness or indisposition, 
to consult the Medical Advisers for a diagnosis of their ailments, to the end that 
they may be infolmed whether the further attention of a physician is necessary. 
When students are confined to their rooms, their house stewards or landlords are 
urged to communicate immediately with the Medical Advisers. 
No charge is made for the services of the Medical Advisers. 
A student may at any time be requested to withdraw from the University 
if, in the opinion of the University authorities, the condition of his health is 
such as to make it unwise for him to remain. 
THE CORNELL INFIRMARY 
The Cornell Infirmary is the former mansion of the late Henry WiJljams 
Sage, for many years chairman of the Board of Trustees of the University. At his 
death in 1897, his sons, Dean and William Henry Sage, endowed it and gave it 
to the University for a students' Infirmary as a memorial to their father. In 
1912 a modern fireproof addition 'Was erected with a capacity of sixty-two beds. 
The Infuwary, which is in charge of an experienced superintendent, is 
thoroughly equipped in every way, and is open throughout the University year. 
It provides suitable rooms, food, and nursing for sick students. It has no medical 
staff; students employ their own physicians among practitioners in Ithaca or 
elsewhere. 
For Inti! Illary fees see page 32. 
ATHLETICS 
The Univelsity encourages every student to participate in some form of 
athletic exercises unless prevented by physical disability. 
A careful physical examination is made of all new students and exercises 
are prescribed to meet their individual needs. All men and women Who desire to 
train for athletic competition are examined by their respective medical examiners. 
The new playground and Schoellkopf athletic field covering 55 acres on the 
Campus are within five minutes ~·alk of the main quadrangle and offer ample room 
for outdoor athletic games and exercises. The Almory and the Gymnasium are 
used for indoor work during the winter months. Two boathouses, one for the 
'varsity crews and one for the college crews, are situated on the inlet to Cayuga 
Lake, and are the headquarters of the crews during the spring and autumn. 
Women students have their separate gymnasium, boathouse, athletic field, etc. 
A particular effort is made to interest all students in physical exercises not 
merely those of unusual physical ability who are attempting to become members 
of some of the organized athletic teams. An athletic league exists among the 
various colleges of the UniveIsity and a series of athletic is carried on 
thiouehout the year. All students in the University except the 'varsity athletes 
• 
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may participate in thele. The games consist of cross-country running, association 
football, basketball, athletics, track athletics, and rowing. 
Participation in these games as well as ~ such other games as tanis, 
handball, and goU, and in such fOims of exercise as boxing, and feneine, 
;s regarded as fu1fiJljng the requirements of the Department of Physical Culture. 
on the teams which the University in 
contests is by rigid competition. intercollegiate sports consist of rowing, 
football, athletics, : cross-country 1'1100;ng, 
fencing, association football, tennis, goU, and swimming. 
STUDENT AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
are over fraternities at Cornell Univessity. Membership in 
thew is by invitation and Many of the have their own 
houses in which their live. 
The literary, and scientific societies, Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, 
Alpha Omega Alpha, and Tau Beta Pi have chaptel's at Cornell. In addition 
to there are various college and dep&J tmental and class clubs of a literary 
or scientific aature. in all is by election . 
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Correspondence concernin~~: publication of Cornell University should be 
to H. A. Hitchcock, tary of Cornell University, I , New York. 
This publication is issued at Ithaca, New York, monthly from July to 
November inclusive, and semi-monthly from Decetnber to June inclusive. 
(Entered as second-class matter, December 14, 1916, at the post office at 
Ithaca, New York, under the act of August 24, 1912.) 
The Annual Register (for the year 1915-16, published January I, 1916, 
price 50 cents. 
Book of Views, price 25 cents. 
Directory of Faculty and Students, First Term, 1916-17, price 10 cents, 
and the following informational publications, anyone of which will be 
sent ~tis and post-free on request. The date of the last edition of 
each IS given after the title 
General Circular of Information for Prospective Students, December 15, 
1916. 
Announcement of the College of Arts and Sciences, April 15, 1916. 
Announcement of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering and the 
Mechanic Arts, January 15, 1916. 
Announcement of the College of Civil Engineering, March 15, 1916. 
Announcement of the College of Law, May IS, 1916. 
Announcement of the College of Architecture, July I, 1916. 
Announcement of the New York State College of Agriculture, June.I, 1916. 
Announcement of the Winter Courses in the College of Agriculture, June 15, 
1916. 
Announcement of the Summer Telm in Agriculture, April I, 1916. 
Announcement of the New York State Veterinary College, May 1,1916. 
Announcement of the Graduate School, February I, 1916. 
Announcement of the Summer Session, March I, 1916. 
Annual Report of the . September I, 1916. 
Pamphlet on prizes, August I, 1916. 
Samples of entrance and scholarsbip examination papers, December I, 1916. 
Announcement of the Medical College may be procured by wtiting to the 
Cornell University Medical College, Ithaca, N. Y. . 
(This blank iI to be 6lled in and lent to the 
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